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Nimai begins His studies: 

p JM performs upanayana ceremony & Ananta incarnates as thread 

p N looks just like Vamanadeva at upanayana ceremony 

p JM asks N who wants to be teacher. 

p N: Gangadasa Pandita (Sandipani Muni) 

p N learned everything GP said after hearing it only once 

p N would then defeat the arguments GP made such that no one could defeat Him 

p N would then reestablish the arguments He just refuted 
 
JM’s dream 

p JM wakes up suddenly chanting: “K don’t take my son!!!!” 

p Saci: “What’s up??” 

p JM had dream 

p N had shaved head & sannyasa robes 

p Hairs were standing on end 

p Loudly chanting HK mantra 

p Dancing madly 

p Surrounded by Advaita and Vaisnavas, who were worshipping 

p N was sitting on Ananta Sesa 

p Extending feet all devatas were coming and offering prayers 

p N was surround by countless people 

p Inducing whole universe to chant HK mantra 
 
JM passes away shortly after this 
 
N wants to worship Mother Ganga when taking bath 

p N asks SM for paraphernalia and garland, candana & amalaki 

p SM, “OK, I have to go to the market and get a garland.  I will be back in one 
moment.” 

p N: “One moment!!! I want it now!!!!!” 

p N takes stick & destroys everything in house 

p SM comes back and sees mess.  She says:  “N it is good you destroyed everything; 
now there are no more dangers.  Here is your garland.  Go worship G.” 

p N might felt a little embarrassed, but He went along and did the puja 

p When N returned he worshipped Visnu, offered water to tulasi & sat down for the 
nice meal SM had prepared 
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p N eats meal & has betel afterward 

p SM: “N why do you do this.  Everything I have here is for you.  I am a widow; I have 
no money.  Now you have destroyed everything.  Now we have no grains, nothing.” 

p N: “Mataji, don’t worry.  K will always provide for and protect us” 

p N then runs out to school. 

p After school N goes to Ganges 

p N later comes back. He calls SM to a secluded place & places 20 grams solid gold in 
her hands. 

p SM: Where did you get this? 

p N smiles and goes back to play. 

p SM wonders were N got it & was fearful of unlawful behavior. 

p SM would always have the gold checked 4 or 5 times before trading it in 
 
N was such a great scholar, no one could beat him, even though a young boy 

p So beautiful no one could take their eyes off of him 

p Nimai gave such great explanations that His teacher was satisfied with him 

p Teacher: Dear child, study attentively.  

p Then you will be known as Bhattacarya 

p N: It is not difficult for anyone yyou bless to become Bhattacarya 

p When N ask a question, no student was able answer 

p He would establish answer 

p Then refute 

p If someone was unable to establish a point, N would give an explanation 

p While bathing, eating, or traveling N had no other engagement that studying sastra 
 


